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Counterbalance Stacker PMCS 
For applications where front wheels can’t get under or around the 
object, then a counterbalanced stacker is the answer. With a 3000lb 
load capacity and a 62” turning radius the counterbalance stacker is 
ideal for clean room applications. Crawl speed function allows for easy 
use in tight areas and the maximum 154” lift gives this machine a 
vertical advantage over many of its competitors.
• 304 stainless steel construction, proportional speed lower with a 62” turning circle. The unit has both 
drive and load wheel in none marking polyurethane with an onboard 40A smart charger requiring no 

more than a 1210v 20A wall outlet for charging.       

Powered Mobile Pallet Jack PMMJ
Meto Systems provide a perfect solution for transporting equipment throughout
sanitary manufacturing suites. The powered mobile pallet jack is effortless to drive 
smooth in operation and glides on none marking casters and drive wheel. With one 
touch controls and auto stop electrics the powered mobile stacker truck is safe and 
perfect for everyday use.

304 stainless steel construction, 24 volt Curtis Integrated AC traction and hydraulic system sealed 
gel batteries, and charging port with auto switch.

Powered Mobile Straddle Stacker PMSS 
This powerful yet versatile straddle stacker has a weigh capacity of 3000 lb at a 24” 
load center. Adjustable with forks and custom attachments makes this the ideal 
machine for moving heavy or awkward shaped equipment. Crawl speed function 
allows for easy use in tight areas and the maximum 120” lift gives this machine a 
vertical advantage over many of its competitors.

• 304 stainless steel construction, proportional speed lower with a 72” turning circle. The unit has 
both drive and load wheel in none marking polyurethane with an onboard 40A smart charger 

requiring no more than a 1210v 20A wall outlet for charging.       


